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Guilherme Roschke Awarded Skadden Fellowship
3L is first GW Law recipient in a decade

BY GEORGE WU

Skadden Fellowship Foundation to work
with the Electronic Privacy Information
Center (EPIC) to provide legal assistance
Guilherme Roschke, 3L, discovered and training in privacy laws to domestic
his career path through a rather unfortu violence clinics. In addition, Roschke
nate situation. The 2006 Skadden Fellow, plans to publish a guide that can be ac
GW's first in over ten years, was talking cessed electronically by domestic violence
to a friend last summer about the difficul clinicians all across the country.
ties of the friend's
Roschke, one
divorce when he
of twenty-eight 2006
was motivated to
Skadden Fellows,
research potential
designed the proj
privacy protections
ect in consultation
that could prevent
with EPIC, Women
the friend's husband
Empowered Against
from intercepting
Violence (WEAVE),
and many domestic
her e-mail commu
violence experts.
nications.
"Based on my
"When I was
conversations with
helping my friend
with her divorce,
practitioners, this
I researched and
is an unexplored
found several federal
field," said Roschke,
statutes that could
who began his GW
help her. When she
career with an in
terest in intellectual
presented them to
Photo by Stuart Nickum for Nota Bene
property law, but
her attorney, the at Guilherme Roschke, Skadden Fellow
torney did not know
soon discovered that
what to do with them and simply dropped he preferred the civil liberties and privacy
it," s ays Roschke, who has a technology branch of technology policy.

could create a privacylaw practice to serve date rape discussions and he says he feels
these clinics.
strongly about empowering people with
The selection committee for the the right tools.
Skadden Fellowship Foundation agreed
Roschke also worked in the technol
and asked Roschke to join this year's ogy sector with universities, non-profits,
class of Fellows. The Foundation, de and for-profits for five years prior to enter
scribed as "a legal Peace Corps" by the ing law school.
Los Angeles Times, was
In law school,
established in 1988 to
Roschke has kept up his
commemorate the firm's
involvement in the public
Roschke will
interest arena as well. He
40th anniversary. The
provide legal
first began volunteering
aim of the Foundation
assistance and
with the DC Employ
is to give their fellows the
ment Justice Center's
freedom to pursue public
training in privacy
employment clinic. "It
interest work.
laws to domestic
took a little bit of time,
Roschke and
but it was very fulfilling
WEAVE have identified
violence clinics.
for me," said Roschke.
eight issues that he will
focus on. They include:
Roschke has also
interception of commu
been an active leader
nications; all forms of electronic stalking; in the National Lawyer's Guild and has
identity theft; unauthorized sharing of clerked for the American Association
private information; privacy of public for the Advancement of Science and the
records; privacy of agency information; World Organization for Human Rights.
"What I love about this job is that it
and internal clinic data.
"Guilherme has a great project. It is a bridge between the technology world
is very innovative and will likely benefit and the public interest world that I have
the entire public interest community," said belonged to in law school," said Roschke,
Suzanne Hill, former Assistant Director who expects the project to take longer

Recently, this experience led Roschke
to accept a two-year fellowship from the

public interest fields. In college at the
University of Pennsylvania, he led anti-

Staff Writer

background and was working for EPIC as
a summer law clerk at the time.

Roschke realized that individual
domestic violence clinics did not have
the capacity to build expertise in privacy
laws, but he knew that one organization

of the Career Development Office.
Over the years, Roschke has built
on his expertise in the technology and

than two years to complete.
"I want the project to be flexible.
My clients will be the clinics and I think

we will have a good idea of what the best
solutions are in two years." •

SBA to Propose Flexible Exam Policy
BY JEFF WINM ILL

Staff Writer
Within the next month the SBA
will formally propose changes to the
Law School's exam policy, arguing for
a "flexible schedule" that would allow
students and professors some choice in
the timing of their exams. "GW has one
of the most conservative exam policies
in the country," said Sam Jammal, SBA
vice president. GW's exam policy has
not been updated in 25 years and "the
current trend of top-tier law schools is
in having flexible exam schedules. We
think GW should also move in that
direction."
According to statistics provided
by the SBA, only four of the top thirty
law schools, not including GW, have
"assigned" exams. An "assigned" exam
policy is basically the take-it-or-leave-it
practice that is currently in place, where
exam times are set at the beginning of
the year and are not subject to change,
baring illness or family emergency.
In GW's case, even with an illness

The vast majority of top thirty
or family emergency, a student's only
options are to take the exam credit/no schools maintain hybrid systems. At
credit or to take the exam of another pro UVA, each professor is allowed to
fessor who teaches the same course in a choose whether to have a fixed or flexible
later semester. Of those four law schools exam. Other schools allow students to
who only offer assigned exams, at least reschedule exams if a majority of their
one, the University of Pennsylvania, is exams fall in close proximity to one an
other, for example two
currently studying the
exams
in 24 hours, or
issue.
three exams in four
At the other
consecutive days or if
end of the spectrum
Other schools
separate courses share
are schools such as
allow students to
the same exam time.
Northwestern, who
The advantages
reschedule exams if
have substantially lib
of a flexible system
eralized their exam
a majority of their
are a more malleable
policies. At North
exams fall in close
test taking experi
western, all 2L and 3L
ence.
Students will
students are allowed
proximity to one
not likely avoid cer
to self-schedule their
another.
tain classes or proexams within a 13-day
fessors because they
window at the end of
will have conflicting
the semester. Students
or "stacked" exams.
pick the day, time, lo
cation and order of their exams, subject According to Jammal, the SBA will
to a few limitations. Washington and Lee hammer out a concrete proposal within
Law students can also order their exams the next few months. The proposal will
as they like, in this case, in any of twelve likely recommend a hybrid system, al
lowing each professor to determine the
set times, spread across six days.

Features

News

type of exam they give.
The proposed change is not with
out its critics. As Dean Transgrud points
out: "My own view is that the costs of
moving to a flexible system outweigh
the benefits." According to Transgrud,
there are both substantive and proce
dural problems with moving to a flexible
exam schedule.
The primary argument against
flexible exams is the increased chance of
honor code violations. Transgrud notes
that "if we have staggered exams, given
over several days, how can you keep
students from telling one another what
the exam questions are?" According to
Transgrud, "I have spoken with admin
istrators of other law schools, and there
is absolutely no way to police this."
As Transgrud has persuasively ar
gued, under such a system even the most
honest and well intentioned students
could succumb to an honor code viola
tion. "If I have no intention to cheat but
happen to overhear students discussing
an exa'm I'm about to take, can I really
suppress that information as I study and

See EXAMS page 3
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"Some of the candidates have
practiced law and some have not,"
Morgan said. "They are all from top
schools. About half of the people we
The Law School is currently in are considering are women and some
the process of interviewing candidates are members of minority groups. They
do not all specialize in
to serve on its full-time
any single area."
faculty and replace reTrangsrud said
tirees and departures.
The Appointments
that while there are
Although the Ap
"many [curriculum]
pointments Commit
Committee
areas that would ben
tee, which consists of
examines the
efit from additional
six students selected
teaching help," the
by the SBA and eight
qualifications of
Committee and fac
professors, began re
more than 1,000
ulty members try not
cruiting applicants as
applicants.
to be influenced by
early as February 2005,
^wmm
needs in specific pro
it was not until Decernber that it made its first
grams. Rather, they
look to hire "outstand
offer.
According to Se
ing teachers and strong
nior Associate Dean for Academic scholars."
Affairs Roger Trangsrud, the annual
Still, Morgan noted that "there are
preliminary screening of potential some courses where we regularly need
candidates, which generally extends help, [such as] contracts, and there are
from February until early December, new research methodologies and areas
is particularly time-consuming for the of expertise that would always be nice
Appointments Committee because it to add, [like] empirical research."
examines the qualifications of more
Trangsrud said that the way in
than 1,000 applicants.
which the Law School meets these
The Committee then selects ap outstanding needs is by hiring visiting
proximately 12 candidates to visit the professors.
Law School to meet with students and
Visiting professors differ from
BY ANITA VAL LIANI

Advertising Rates

R

Law School in Process
of Hiring New Faculty

1 f aculty members. Between December
and February, candidates make a single
lunchtime presentation for the Commit

full-time faculty members in that the
former are hired predominantly as a
result of their teaching abilities. Fur

tee and for faculty members, after which thermore, the hiring of visiting profes
the Committee recommends three or sors only depends upon the approval of
so applicants for full-time positions on the Deans of the Law School. Students
the faculty.
and faculty members have virtually no
Professor Thomas Morgan, Chair say in who is hired to serve as a visiting
of the Appointments Committee,
professor.
noted, however,
Trangsrud
that "no one can
BBBBBHMBI
said that while
be appointed to the
many of the can
Many candidates
faculty except by a
didates who are of
decide in favor of
two-thirds vote at
fered full-time po
a faculty meeting."
sitions
at the Law
GW because of
As such, members
School are also
the professional
of the faculty make
offered positions
the final decision
opportunities
at various other
with regard to the
highly-ranked in
available for them
hiring of the appli
stitutions, many of
and for their spouses
cants.
them decide in fa
Typically, two
vor
of GW because
in the Washington,
professors are added
of the professional
D.C. area.
to the Law School
opportunities availfaculty every year.
able for them and
As a result of the
for their spouses
2005-2006 hiring
in the Washington,
process, for example, Professors Jamie D.C. area.
Grodsky and Roger Fairfax joined as
Trangsrud added that because
Associate Professors of Law.
"[the Law School] faculty has a reputa
Grodsky attained her J.D. at Stan tion of being supportive and a collegial
ford University and taught at the Uni community," candidates tend to gravi
versity of Minnesota Law School prior tate toward it.
to her relocation to the Law School.
When asked to comment on the
Fairfax received his J.D. from candidates' perception of the Law
Harvard University and served as a fed School, Morgan also said that "[they]
eral prosecutor in the Public Integrity all like the idea of teaching at GW They
Section of the Criminal Division in the are attracted by the school's reputation
U.S. Department of Justice immedi and Washington is an attractive place
ately prior to accepting the position on to live and work."
the GW Law School faculty.
It is likely that the interview pro
Morgan said that the individuals cess will be completed by mid-February
who are being considered for full-time so that the academic schedule for 2006positions in the current appointment 2007 can be compiled.
process are no different from those who,
New hires will likely be an
like Professors Grodsky and Fairfax, nounced to the Law School community
have been hired in previous years.
by late February.
•
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Interest in Administration Eavesdropping
Draws Large Turnout for Faculty Panel

BY ERIC JESCHKE

der the presidential order. First, the NSA
could be utilizing pen registers to collect
phone and email addresses in an attempt
In front of a standing room only to create a web of addresses to help
crowd in the Faculty Conference Center identify al-Qaeda operatives. Secondly,
on January 11th, Professors Orin Kerr, using keyword searches of email and
Peter Raven-Hansen, and Gregory Maggs sophisticated voice recognition software
participated in a panel discussion entitled, on phone conversations, the NSA could
"Secretly Listening: NSA Eavesdropping be searching for matches such as (using
and the War on Terror." Professor Mary Professor Kerr's example) "jihad" used in
Cheh moderated.
the same sentence as "Brooklyn Bridge."
The discussion focused on the legal Finally, the NSA could be collecting the
ramifications of a secret presidential order data and scanning through it all.
signed in 2002allowing the National Secu
Professor Maggs, who recendycom
rity Agency (NSA) to conduct no-warrant pleted a textbook entitled "Terrorism and
surveillance on phone, email, and other
the Law," exam
electronic comined possible ar
munication if at
guments
for why
The discussion focused on
least one party is
the surveillance
the legal ramifications of
inside the United
may be legal.
States. The presi
The first of three
a secret presidential order
dential order, still
arguments pro
signed in 2002 allowing the
classified, was
posed was based
National Security Agency
likely an attempt
on exceptions
to circumvent
(NSA) to conduct no-warrant under the Fourth
certain limita
Amendment.
surveillance on phone,
tions in the For
One pos
eign Intelligence
sible exception is
email, and other electronic
Surveillance Act
that the Fourth
communication if at least
(FISA) in order to
Amendment does
one party is inside the United
acquire informa
not apply outside
tion on al-Qaeda
the
United States.
States.
networks.
At a press conferFISA, en^ence three days
acted in 1978 in the wake of surveillance after the Times article, President Bush

The first case, Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, involved
a U.S. citizen deemed an enemy combat
ant who was detained and later brought
suit under a statute prohibiting detention
except by act of Congress. The Supreme
Court decided that detention of individu
als in this situation is "so fundamental
and accepted an incident to war as to
be an exercise of the 'necessary and ap
propriate force' Congress has authorized
the President to use." Attorney General
Alberto Gonzalez cited Hamdi in a press
conference last month and said the same
reasoning would apply to conducting
surveillance without a warrant. Profes
sor Maggs noted that it would be odd to
think that the Use of Force Resolution
would authorize everything except sur
veillance.
The third and final argument is
that the President has inherent powers as
Commander in Chief. Professor Maggs
saw this as the most difficult argument
to make but mentioned that presidents
have allowed spying in the past. How
ever, Professor Maggs also predicted the
appointment of a Special Prosecutor
sometime in 2006 to investigate many of
these issues.
Dean Raven-Hansen, who co-au
thored a casebook on National Security
Law and frequently speaks on war power
and intelligence issues, came to the stage
to refute two arguments for the legality of
the surveillance activities.

stated that these calls are not intercepted
in this country. Professor Maggs and the

Force Resolution provides the statutory

Staff Writer

abuses by the Nixon administration,
forbids the NSA from conducting surveil

lance inside the United States without a other panelists frequently prefaced com
warrant and created a FISA court to issue ments, on this and other topics, by saying
warrants. In the past, those requests have their analysis is limited by the lack of
rarely been denied. News of the surveil specific information regarding location
lance program surfaced in a December and other details.
16th New York Times article, leading
Professor Kerr had previously men
Republican Senator Arlen Specter to tioned a number of other exceptionsunder
announce a need for Congressional hear the Fourth Amendment that, depending
on the facts, may be applicable, includ
ings.
"Professor Naomi Cahn was the ing: the special means exception, border
impetus [for the panel.] She teed up the search exception, an exception for nonissue," said Dean Susan Karamanian content information such as addresses and
who coordinated the panel. "We wanted phone numbers, and a possible exception
the GW Law community and others to for foreign intelligence monitoring based
hear more about it from our own leading on appellate-level opinions.
experts in the field, and we wanted that
The second argument is based on
to happen during the first week of classes statutory allowances under FISA. FISA
due to the issue's significance."
provides that the limitations therein can
"In the last ten to twenty years, be circumvented if authorized by statute.
there have been significant changes in the Proponents of the increased surveillance
telecom infrastructure," noted Professor capabilities claim that the Joint Resolu
Kerr, who writes frequently on internet tion passed on September 14th, 2001 (of
surveillance issues. "While phone calls ten called the "Use of Force Resolution")
used to go directly [from international city provides the necessary statutory authority.
to international city], now a lot of that The Use of Force Resolution authorizes
traffic travels through the United States. the President to "use all necessary and
After September 11th, the NSA began appropriate force" against nations or or
to monitor international to international ganizations involved in the 9/11 attacks in
calls and emails through arrangements order to prevent future acts of terrorism.
with U.S.-based telecom providers."
Professor Maggs then looked at
Professor Kerr listed three possible two pertinent federal cases analyzing the
types of information being collected un phrase "necessary and appropriate force."

EXAMS fro m page l.
take the test?" he asked.
One possible solution to this prob
lem would be to adopt a more unfor
giving honor code. As it stands, a GW
student is not subject to penalty if she
does not report another student who may
be cheating. Other schools do not allow
for such willful ignorance.
At the University of Pennsylvania,
for example, as outlined in the book Law

School Confidential, not reporting an
other student's cheating is itself grounds
for expulsion. "The student body should
think long and hard about whether they
would like to go to a more exacting hon
or code," said Transgrud. The SBA does
not support any changes to the honor
code. "We have faith in the integrity of
the students," said Jammal.
Transgrud also noted the dif
ficulty of implementing a flexible test
taking system. "We are among the top
five largest law schools in the country,"

TYve first argument is tVvat tfve Vise of

authorization to override FISA. As evi

dence of contrary legislative intent, Dean
Raven-Hansen cited Senator Daschle's
comments that the Bush Administration
tried to get explicit language in the Use of
Force Resolution approving no-warrant
wiretaps but was denied by Congress.
The Hamdi decision could also be distin
guished, claims Dean Raven-Hansen, in
that although preventing a return to the
battlefield may be a necessary part of war,
intelligence gathering is inherently differ
ent than acts on the battlefield.
The second argument is that the
President can rely on his powers as Com
mander in Chief to circumvent FISA.
Dean Raven-Hansen sees the surveillance
issue as being the type described in Justice
Jackson's concurrence in the Steel Seizure
case, where the President is acting against
the will of Congress and thus his inherent
powers are at their weakest. Dean RavenHansen noted that this issue could place
renewal of the USA PATRIOT Act in
even more jeopardy as wellas have a chill
ing effect down the line of organizations
in the intelligence community.
"The panelists gave us a thorough re
view of the relevant issues, and they demon
strated we still have lots to leam about what
really has happened and is happening,"
commented Dean Karamanian.
•

Transgrud noted. "To have flexible
exams we would need to double our
proctoring staff."
Transgrud also cited the possibility
of an error on the test. "It is not uncom
mon for mistakes to be made by the
professor on the exam, such as calling
a plaintiff a defendant, or vice versa.
If a mistake is discovered after the first
set of students have taken the exam,
to not correct the mistake would be to
perpetuate error, to correct the mistake
would mean advantaging some students

over others."
The multiple arguments for and
against a flexible test schedule will ulti
mately be weighed by the entire faculty
before any changes are made. Clearly,
all GW students want, and respect the
need for, a level playing field regarding
exams.
However, as evidenced by the poli
cies of other top Law Schools, there are
ways to have both a uniform test taking
system and allow for desired flexibil
ity.
&
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Chief Fed Speaks at GW
are still issues of concern in national United States and America's extensive
unconventional means.
Bowman noted that organized security, their nature has changed dra and relatively porous borders.
BY CHRISTINA VON SPIEGELFELD
While taking questions, Bowman
matically. According
crime is one of the big
Staff Writer
^to Bowman, most es also discussed the difficulty of informa
gest threats to national
pionage today deals tion sharing among agencies, the military
security. After the Ber
"How America
with industry secrets model used to fight terrorism, the prob
lin Wall fell, the process
and focuses on how lems inherent in the creation of DHS
On Wednesday, January 18, M. of privatization became
is to deal with
to protect American and domestic terrorism unrelated to in
E. "Spike" Bowman, Director of the a breeding ground for
national security is
industries from being ternational events. He also addressed the
Intelligence Issues Group for the Federal organized crime and
undercut by foreign mostly classified protection and oversight
still up for grabs"
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and former public corruption.
in place with respect to domestic surveil
industries.
Bowman gave the
Senior Counsel of National Security
"The whole con lance and its numerous steps overseen
Affairs, discussed attorneys' roles in na example of the George
cept of national secu by lawyers. Bowman emphasized that
tional security and its changing nature. C. Marshall European
The well-received lecture, attended by Center for Security Studies in Germany rity is one that we have to reexamine. the oversight mechanisms are in place in
approximately 30 students, was orga which initially met with great success in It is a process we have not begun well large part because the FBI needs public
nized by the National Security and Law teaching the militaries of various coun and which lawyers have a large role in," support to survive and be effective.
As Director, Bowman is re
tries how to function in a de Bowman summarized. He pointed out
Society.
mocracy. Now, many of its that essentially, national security issues sponsible for dealing with policy issues
Bowman began by
clients want to learn more are being addressed
raised in intelligence
explaining the difficulty in
wim mmmmm
about combating organized by institutions that are
process and operations
delineating what national
bbhhbh^MI
Bowman
crime and public corruption decades old and it has
security actually means
and information shar
Most espionage
noted that
and have requested training become a question of
today. Formerly focused
ing. Previously at the
in
such
topics.
how
to
address
nation
on nuclear holocaust and
today
deals
with
National
Security Af
organized
espionage, Bowman said
"The bottom line is al security issues in a
fairs,
he
worked on
industry secrets
crime is one
that national security has
that there is enough money situation where lots
legal issues related to
and focuses on
changed completely since
in organized crime to desta of people are trying
traditional and eco
of the biggest
he started working in naval
bilize economies." Bowman to work with outdated
nomic espionage for
how to protect
threats to
intelligence as a JAG of
explained that the danger of systems.
both international and
American
national
ficer.
losing an entire country to
"How America
domestic terrorism,
He also pointed to
organized
crime
is
always
is
to
deal
with
national
industries
from
and
for international
security.
the fact that the support
present particularly because security is still up for
organized
crime. Bow
being undercut by
system for today's threats
of the difficulty of attract grabs," Bowman con
man received his J.D.
foreign industries.
to national security was a
ing business and foreign tinued. Lawyers play
from the University of
result of the Soviet invasion
investments into transition a significant role since
Idaho and an LL.M. in
of Afghanistan. It was at the training ing countries.
there are still no ad
International and Com
camps in Afghanistan where many nowBowman also recognized that equate laws to handle issues such as the parative Law from George Washington
enemies learned how to fight wars with while espionage and the arms conflict 30,000 chemical plants existing in the University.
•

Alito Hearings Raise Questions about Confirmation Process
case involving Vanguard, a mutual fund ence who sits through hours of blather interjected. Leaning back in his chair
staring out into the world with the kind
hoping for some substance?
where he has money invested.
Staff Writer
of cynicism and weariIn addition, Senators such as
This issue came up
ness that only a blog
Charles Schumer and Dianne Feinstein during the Federalist Soauthor
could muster,
have tried to get around the ethical bar ciety's panel discussion
"If
the
Senators
Whelan
proclaimed that
Not all the public's scrutiny dur that prohibits Alito from answering on the Alito Confirma
while
the
hearing pro
questions detailing tion hearing when a lis
ing the Senate Judiciary
really wanted
cess
served
little purpose
how he would rule tener posed the question
hearings on Supreme
information,
it
to
Senators
it did serve a
on future cases in whether, given the cushiCourt nominee Samu
Is there any part of
purpose
to
the
American
volving abortion and ness of the Republicans
el Alito were focused
would be much
the hearing process
and the bullying of the
public: providing them
commerce clause.
on the on the often
more efficient to
that actually
with the opportunity to
The Repub Democrats, the hearings
grinning, wire-rimmed
have their staff
see just how shameful
licans have proven even served a purpose at
nominee in his array
benefits Senators in
Senators
can be.
equally unsuccess all anymore.
of patriotically-colored
gather it."
their deliberations
After a grinning
ful at gathering sub
"Senators look at
ties.
stantive information. pause to delight in the
everything though the
The process has
or the C-SPAN
Senator Orin Hatch cynicism, panelist Roger
lens of how to get re
led many to question
audience who sits
delivered his infa Pilon, Vice President of
elected," said Whelan.
the value of a hear
through hours of
mously lobbed: "Are Legal Affairs for the CATO Institute,
Some commentators, however,
ing process that seems
you against women noted that judicial hearings have only would argue that judicial nominees
to be characterized by
blather hoping for
and minorities at been around since 1955 and have only actually do have an obligation to di
softball questions from
some substance?
tending college?" taken the ideological flavor which cur vulge ideological information. "The
Republicans who praise
and inquired as to rently characterizes them in 1987 with Senate seems to have got hold of the
their nominee's openwhether Alito was the hearing of Robert Bork.
idea that it is just supposed to check the
ness in his answers,
proud to have served
He went on to point out that since nominee's technocratic qualifications,"
and Democrats who
essentially bully the nominee by trying in the ROTC Alito, predictably, went ethical obligations bar responses on how says George Washington Professor of
a nominee will rule Law Jonathan Siegel.
to sneakily find out how he would rule on the record as
on future cases, the
"The Senate has every right to con
on future cases and becoming frustrated in favor of women
Judicial hearings have
panel should really sider any aspect of the nominee, includ
when he refuses to implicate himself as and minorities go
the conservative Roe bane that they all ing to college and
only been around since be most interested in ing ideology. The President obviously
issues of "character does that in making the nomination, so
expressed that he
fear him to be.
1955 and have only
and competence." why not the Senate?"
From the Democrats' side, the was very proud to
This information,
Even if investigation into ideo
taken the ideological
hearings have been ferocious, but in a have served in the
Pilon pointed out, logical information were within ethical
particularly unproductive way. Senator ROTC.
flavor which currently
was all available in boundaries, Siegel said that a Senate
Between these
Edward Kennedy brought wild accusa
characterizes them in
the papers on the hearing may not the best form. "My
tions that "average Americans have had two largely unpro
nominee that the basic feeling is that hearings are rarely
a hard time getting a fair shake in his ductive questioning
1987 with the hearing
Senators already a useful mechanism for getting informa
courtroom" based on findings that Alito styles, is there any
of Robert Bork.
tion to Senators," Siegel said.
had.
ruled for corporations 84% of the time part of the hearing
"If the Senators really wanted in
Panelist Ed
and other Senators probed a little too process that actually
Whelan, President formation, it would be much more effi
fervently into the somewhat minor issue benefits Senators in
of Alito failing to recuse himself from a their deliberations or the C-SPAN audi- of the Ethics and Public Policy Center, cient to have their staff gather it." •
BY JOHN WALKER

I
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Letting Out the Seams
BY MATTHEW SCOTT BROWN

Staff Writer
Picture the Law School with the
same student population as it has today.
Cut out everything except Lerner, Stock
ton, and the Burns Library. Furthermore,
take theRecords Office and mailbox room
and place them in the first floor of Stock
ton - concurrent with a student lounge.
Such was the state of things only
eight years ago, when The George Wash
ington University Law School formally
assessed the modest amount of room
available to its operations. According to
Tom Morrison, Senior Associate Dean
for Administrative Affairs, the school,
based on the ratio of students to square
footage, was seriously "behind the curve"
of its competitors.
"There hadn't been any major reno
vations since Lerner had been built, more
than ten years before that."
However, 1998 heralded the intro
duction of a remedy to overcrowding,
with the help of an architectural firm
consulted by the Law School.
The main plan, besides economical
use of available space, is fairly straightfor
ward. GW clustered the administrative
offices as closely together as possible in
the center of the building, to acquire, con
ditioned by its capacity to expand, new
buildings joined in a main complex. The
administration has distributed classrooms
about the school to allow movement by
the students and encourage them to make
full use of the premises, as well as to cir
culate a steady flow of traffic throughout

sible," said Morrison.
Space has alwaysbeen at a premium
at 700 20th Street. Morrison recalls his
time at the Law School back in 1984- be
fore the addition of the Lerner Building.
"This was not a place where you
would stay to study [after classes]. You
couldn't even sit down!"
Fortunately, there has been consid
erable abatement in the intervening years,
and the acquisition and renovation of
Lisner Hall completes the next phase of
it. Lisner offers five who le floors of new
planning ground for the Law School,
enough room for nine classrooms and
more than forty offices.
And, at long last, there will be oncampus dining options for hungry stu
dents. The school plans to leasean area on
the first floor to a private dining franchise.
There is uncertainty as to which, but input
from the SBA's faculty advisory commit
tee points toward one that will sell coffee,
sandwiches and other quick fare, which
will probably be served from morning to
evening. The bidding for this space will
commence later this month.
Though the plan has been straight
forward since its inception, it has en
countered a minor complication. GW's
business school has yet to fully vacate
from the building, which has delayed the
latest step in the development plan. Reno
vations, which were due to commence on
January 15, have been deferred for several
weeks to allow foT this.
HoweveT, Moxtvsotv
confident that the project will commence

by February 15. The planners have an

the school.
nounced that the renovation will be com
The school planned to provide
plete by August, right on time to give the
faculty with additional offices and class
incoming lLs of the Class of 2009 more
rooms, and lounge and study areas for the
elbow room - and more space to stretch
students to use between classes.
their legs - by the beginning of their first
"We would keepexpanding, making
semester.
•
the most efficient use of space as pos
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Life Outside the Law: Happy New Year
"Never underestimate the power to
change yourself..." H. Jackson Brown Jr.

achieve more, and honoring Janus, the
god of doorways and beginnings ("Life
Outside the Law" articles are both enter
10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...Happy taining and educational).
New Year! (To help set the mood, close
Various organizations have taken
your eyes and imagine multicolored con surveys throughout the years about
Resolutions and compiled Top 10 Lists.
fetti falling as you read this).
It's a new year, and a new year al The 10 most popular New Year's Reso
ways ushers in new ideas, new loves, new lutions include: 1) Lose weight, 2) Quit
hopes, new dreams and most importantly, Smoking, 3) Exercise More, 4) Enjoy Life
More, 5) Quit Drink
new resolutions. This
ing (apparently this
article explores the
list was comprised
annual phenomenon
without consulting
otherwise known as
law students), 6) Get
New Years Resolu
out of Debt, 7) Learn
tions - where it start
Something New, 8)
ed, who sets them,
Help Others, 9) Get
what they are, and
Organized, 10) Spend
how to keep them.
Time with Family
The tradition of
JAIA A . THOMAS
and Friends.
New Year's Resolu
So do New
tions began almost
Year's Resolutions
4,000 years ago. The
really work? Most
ancient Babylonians
started the tradition of celebrating each often resolutions are broken before they
New Year, although they did it in late have barely begun. As the month of
March. The Babylonians tried to start January comes to a close so do many
the New Year fresh by repaying debts and resolutions.
Surveys suggest that more than half
returning borrowed items. Two thousand
years ago, Romans ended the year by of those who make resolutions break them
reviewing the one before, resolving to during the first month. Psychologists have

Life Outside the Law

made various suggestions for those who
want to be successful with their resolu
tions. To be successful with a resolution,
one must be confident that he or she can
make the change and have a strong com
mitment to following through.
Behavioral experts also advise those
who want to succeed to think about small
realistic steps that will lead tochange. Psy
chologists have alsooutlined the causes of
New Years Resolution failure:
• Thinking about resolutions at the
last minute.
• Reacting on New Years Eve and
making resolutions based on what's
bothering you or what is on your mind
at the time.
• Framing absolute and unrealistic
resolutions
I recently surveyed a number of
law students to find out their New Years
Resolutions, and here is a sample of what
I gathered:
"My resolution is to be so on point
this year that I don't need a resolution
next year."
-Nick Maceus (3L)
"Stop at red lights."
-Dave Schor (3L)

"Since I've resigned myself to a
lack of willpower, I don't do resolutions
anymore."
-Alessandro Terenzoni (3L)
"My resolution is to not bore people
with my wedding plan talks. And also not
to pimp out my friends."
-Sharmili Hazra (3L)
"I don't do New Year's Resolutions,
but it just so happens I started this year.
This year I plan to read the Bible."
-Candice Jenkins (3L)
"Find a job."
-David Ludwig (3L)
"Go to
the gym more frequently."
-George Spears (1L)

"I want to get in shape. I also want
to enjoy my time between taking the bar
exam and working."
-Jody Martin (3L)

•
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Openings in all sections

Email: notabene@law.gwu.edu
Outside the Super Bowl Zone
There is an eighth dimension be are there reports for four teams instead of
yond that which is known to the normal just the two Super Bowl teams? Because
football fan. It is a dimension filled ESPN Insider is so in-depth that they
with useless chatter, inane commentary, scouted for match-ups that won't even
and Sean Salisbury and
happen.
John Clayton yelling at
Seahawks Scouting
each other. It is the middle
Report
This is the
ground between the die
Despite playing the
dimension of
hard and casual fan, and it
easiest schedule in NFL
ultimate media
lies between the pit of John
history, the Seahawks
Madden's stomach and Joe
have exorcised their de
hype. It is an
Buck's self-righteousness.
mons by making it totheir
area that might
This is thedimension of ul
first Super Bowl. With
timate media hype. It is an
two weeks off, Shaun Al
be called ...
area that might be called...
exander should have had
the Super Bowl
the Super Bowl Zone.
plenty of time to recover
Zone.
By pushing back the
from his concussion from
Super Bowl another week,
the Redskins game. While
the media hounded him
the NFL has inevitably
created one of the biggest media circuses for sitting out the NFC championship
in all of sports. From now until February game, Alexander has responded with an
5, you will be bombarded from all sides amazing three days of practice, wowing
with commentary, opinions, analysis, and his offensive line and quarterback. On
interviews. The following paragraphs, the defensive side of the ball, rookie line
however, will be an escape from that cra- backer Lota Tatupu spent the last week
ziness for they have been written before complaining about not getting Defensive
the conference championship games and Rookie of the Year honors and looked
are therefore immune from the awful ef sluggish against the Panthers, managing
fects of the Zone. Being outside the Zone, only to call out Panthers WR Steve Smith
however, means I do not know who will three times.
The Seahawks's obvious weakness
actually be playing in the Super Bowl,
but don't throw this paper down on the is Shaun Alexander's lack of toughness.
Getting a concussion after being hitfor the
bathroom floor just yet.
Reproduced below are scouting re first time this season against the Redskins
ports previously available only to ESPN was a bad sign, and defenses will be put
Insider members but now available to ting 11 men in the box to try to tackle him
you, the GW law student, for free. Why in the Super Bowl.

Panthers Scouting Report
Broncos Scouting Report
The Seahawks had trouble con
Jake Plummer is one of the best
taining WR Steve Smith, as he caught game-manager quarterbacks in the NFL,
57 catches for 526 yards and 1 TD in which is a polite way of saying his coaches
the championship game. In the ultimate think he stinks. Nevertheless, he has
display of trickery, RB DeShaun Foster- gained the respect of his teammates for his
-broken ankle and all-limped onto the excellent facial hair grooming throughout
field on crutches for
the season. I real ly
the Panthers' first
don't have anything
else to add as the rest
play.
QB Jake Delof the Broncos are
quite boring, so I'll
homme playedend this report with
faked to Foster, and
some old stand-bys:
the entire defense
if the Broncos run
bit, leaving Smith
the
ball more than 55
wide open for a 96times,
they will win
yard TD.
the
game.
After that, the
JONATHAN AUERBACH
Panthers got a little
Steelers Scout
uncreative in their
ing
Report
play-calling, call
Safety Troy
ing a hitch to Steve
Polamalu
seemed
incredibly
affected by
Smith for 32 straight plays. They'll ob
viously need to mix it up if they expect the controversial interception call against
Smith to repeat his NFC championship the Colts. Although he picked off Plum
game performance, and Coach John Fox mer four times on Sunday, Polamalu
has told the media that they also plan dropped to the ground immediately after
on lining up Smith in the backfield.
each and refused to get up for 5 minutes.
RB Jerome Bettis was forced by Bill CowDefensively, the Panthers's corners her to carry around a football everywhere
have become a little cocky over the past for the past week, reminiscent of that clas
few weeks thanks to their media recog sic college football movie "The Program,"
nition, giving the Seahawk receivers a starring Halle Berry and James Caan. This
50-yard cushion on each play.
tactic seemed to work as Bettis carried the
Not impressed by the AFC crop of ball (and the one from practice) 3 times
receivers, Chris Gamble and co. plan on for -2 yards and 4 TDs against a puzzled
starting each play on the sideline.
Broncos defensive line.
•

Left- Wing Lock
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Fun Things to do
with your Computer
Perhaps like me, you are a 3L and the game (I like Blast Billiards 4 the best)
watching the grains of sand drain out of where you have a limited amount of time
your law school hour glass, willing the last to pocket a bunch of balls before they
one to drop, and looking forward to the explode on you. The physics are good,
freedom on the other side. Perhaps you are the rules are simple to learn, and yet the
2L, self assured in your offer of a big firm game is incredibly hard to master. It's
job this summer and convinced nothing in definitely one of the better pool games
law school will ever phase you again.
out there.
You might even be a 1L,who having
Another favorite of mine is the
survived your first semester of law school, games, vahoo.com website and the simi
feels full of piss and vinegar and are cer lar pogo.com website. Yahoo provides a
tain that you'll never
wide variety of games
have anything but
like Text Twist (a word
unbridled success re
jumble game played by
gardless of what you
yourself), Chess and
do (though just wait
Backgammon, and Tetill you get grades).
tris-like puzzle games
Regardless of who
like Jewel Quest and
you are, you stillhave
Cubis. Pogo.com is run
to go to class at least
in conjunction with the
occasionally, and
Electronic Arts website
you'll need some
and includes several
IKE HIMOWITZ
thing to do besides
sports games as well
as casino, puzzle, and
pay attention. This
word games. Many of
column is for you.
these games allow you
Back in the
to play against other
dark ages (my 1L
year), the law school first rolled out wire humans also logged into the site, and
less internet. The law school gods were more importantly, can be done in a small
cruel, however, and there was no internet window to make sure that the camera in
access in most of the classrooms. How the back of the room won't be able to
then did we amuse ourselves when Profes catch you.
If you prefer more bizarre flash
sor Cheh was droning on about the state
games, you might consider ebaumsworld.
action doctrine?
Well, many of us relied on solitaire com or gophergas.com. Ebaumsworld is

The Technology Guy

and spider solitaire, two standbys tbat have

half blog, half game site and includes

consistently stood the test of time. A few games like "Drunken Santa" (where you
of us began searching for new programs try to keep a drunk Santa standing) and
that provided better options. Personally, I "Jedi Trainer 2.0" (where you get to play
found a computer program called Nester, Luke trying to deflect the lasers back at
which turned my brand new, $2000 lap the whooshing little trainer).
Gophergas has many of my all time
top into 1985 Nintendo, complete with
games [called Roms] including Mike favorite games including "InsaniquariTyson's Punch Out (still can't beat Mike) um" where you build up your aquarium
and Zelda (die Gannon!). My personal by feeding the fishes (and feeding those
accomplishment was the completion of fishes to still bigger fishes) and "Rotting
a 165 game season in All-Star Baseball Onslaught" were you lead a squad of
2 during Administrative Law last year. I crack marines against an endless supply
finished 163-2, won the World Series, and of zombie hordes.
If you are more of a traditional
still received a passing grade in the class.
These programs and games re ist, however, you might appreciate
main widely available on the Internet, games.com where you can play all the
games you enjoyed
though their legality
in your youth. Play
is questionable. Still,
"Sorry!" (remember
a quick Google of
how much fun it was
"Nester" and "Nes
A quick Google of
when you bumped
Roms" should find
"Nester" and "Nes
your friends just as
you plenty of options
Roms" should find
they got near the
if you want to relive
goal),
"Monopoly"
your Nintendo days
you plenty of options
(only fun if you can
while making sure
if you want to relive
cheat...which this
you never understand
won't let you do),
Rule 403.
your Nintendo days
and "Yahtzee" (I was
Fortunately,
while making sure
never smart enough
we live in an age of
you never understand
to understand the
progress, and many
rules).
more choices are now
Rule 403.
You can even
available to one dedi
play Scrabble, which
cated to distraction.
, is great because you
Because of our im
can go to dictionary,
proved wireless In
ternet access, there is IMing, blogs, news com to search for words, and no one will
sites, and even porn (though this option ever be the wiser. Of course, you'll burn
might offend those sitting behind you). in Hell one day.. .but you're gonna be a
Nevertheless, I'm partial to games, and lawyer so you have to be ready for that
after chatting with some friends, I've found possibility regardless.
Finally, if a professor calls on you
a couple of fun internet gaming sites that
are sure to entertain you even as you waste while mid-game, you should do what I
your law school loan money ignoring the do. Focus all of your attention on the
book and look through it randomly while
professor.
My current addiction is to Blast Bil waiting for them to move on. Or, you can
liards available at www.blastbilliards.com. ask them whether "potpourri" has one r' '
•
This site provides a couple of versions of or two...

Register for the

2006 McKenna Long & Aldridge
"Gilbert A. Cuneo"
Government Contracts
Moot Court Competition
Obtain 1 Credit-Hour
At least $1,500 Available in Prize Money
Top 10-15% of Competitors Invited to Join Moot
Court Board
Opportunity to have Briefs Published
Post-Competition Reception at McKenna Long &
Aidridge
Great Networking Opportunities!

No Government Contracts experience
required!!
First Round: March 18, 2006 at GW Law School
Semi-Final Round: March 25, 2006 at GW Law
School
Final Round: Early April at U.S. Court of Federal
Claims (Date TBA)
For more information, please contact:
B\U Speros or Dennis D'Angeio

wssperos@taw.gwu.edu or ddangelo2006@law.gwu.edu
Co-Chairs, Government Contracts Moot Court Competition

The Internets Corner
by Leo Hinze
Hey kids. Welcome back to
school. I trust that everybody else
is using the world wide net, er, the
interweb to obsessively check every
five minutes to see if their last grade
is posted. No? That's just me? I'm
the only one that does that?
This column is going to be
one of those collections o' links
deals, to help ease you back into
the semester. Maybe after a few
weeks, when we've all stopped
paying attention in class, I'll give
you some funnier things to occupy
your timeOne ofmy favorite sites these
days is:http://www.chucknorrisfacts.
com/ It seems that ol' Chuck is close
to gaining legendary TV hero status
on the level of a David Hasselhoff
or even a Mr. T.
And to show that this column
has a sensitive side, and is not all
about the roundhouse kicks, http://
cuteoverload.com/ contains 436% of
the minimum RDA of cuteness.
Have y'all ever heard about
cup stacking? Yeah, me neither.
Apparently it's all the rage with
the 14 and under set. http://www.

speedstacks.com/v ideos jmore. htm
actually makes equipment for cup
stacking competitions. Watch the
video titled "Emily sets a new
world's record" tosee what the craze
is all about. If they could just make
cup stacking into a drinking game, I
might take an interest.
There's a great http://
www.concurringopinions.com/
archives/2006/01/best_blond_
joke.html making the rounds of
the internet. Hat tip: Concurring
Opinions.
I've been getting lots of mail
asking for agood site to findTV clips.
http://www.youtube.com/index.php
has tons of clips from real TV shows.
They even have the SNL Chronicles
of Narnia rap http://www.youtube.
com/watch.php?v=zLElfJ9YChO .
You can also find some cowbell, if
you're so inclined. I'll leave you to
worry about copyright and fair use
issues on your own.
Happy surfing,

internetscorner@gmail.com

n
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Biff Around Town:
Shhhh,
I feel like I can trust the five of a cash register; instead, there's a wooden
Congratulations to 2L Vivian Basdekis, who gave
you who read this column, so I'll let you box stuffed with cash at the end of the
birth to James Constantine, a healthy 9.5 pound boy.
in on a semi-secret: for lunch, the back bar into which you throw your cash,
room of Galileo is an outstanding place making your own change.
to get an outstanding sandwich.
The chef is trying really hard to
Have you got announcements? We want them! Send
Part of what drives the cheap strike a Soup Nazi vibe. He is stern
sandwich offer is its secretive, making- with his helpers and impatient with
to Features Editor: sschwartz@iaw.gwu.edu
it-up-as-we-go-along vibe; so please try his customers. He doesn't want you
to exercise some restraint in how many to linger or to consider your choice of
people you tip off about this. Which, sandwich; he wants you to yell "shoul
one could point out, is precisely the der" and shuffle past him. It's like he
opposite of what I'm doing here. Hey, knows that the nice restaurant is doing
whatever; that's why I have a pseud you a favor by letting you get one of
onym
those delightful sand
Galileo feels
BIFF
wiches.
like a place where
The food is re
The Man eats. It
ally good. When I've
looks like a really
gone there, they have
nice restaurant and
a Pork Shoulder sand
In the last three weeks, I luxuriated latter capacity, Suzanne went well beyond
is laid out with nice restaurant things: wich and a Chicken sandwich on fancy
at
the
Four Seasons Hotel in Bangkok, her job description to address the various
sharply dressed waiters, nice art on the bread, both of which are five bucks. It's
accepted
a two-year post-graduate fel demands of GW students and the public
wall, and people in suits having power the best five bucks I can spend on a
lowship,
attended
a GW class I helped to interest community in general.
lunches and power dinners. As I'm not sandwich. They're delicious.
propose,
and
celebrated
my birthday. By
As students and future alumni, we
a high roller, I haven't enjoyed a proper
Once, as my friend and I were most measures, my final semester as a law
meal there yet.
have
a
huge stake in this matter. We must
leaving, I heard one patron sneer that
encourage the administration to hire new
Nonetheless, I have enjoyed the the "Potbelly's crowd" had invaded the student is going just as planned.
So why am I so STRESSED!!!
heck out of its secret lunch deal. It restaurant. If I were paying what he
staff to, at the very least, take on all of
Some
may attribute the tensions I Suzanne's responsibilities to the public
operates like a speakeasy. One knows was paying for that meal, I probably
Galileo is offering its lunch thing when wouldn't want a clown in jeans and a feel to the week of classes I missed. Prob interest community. We should also seize
it puts a chalkboard sign outside under backpack trudging near my eating space ably not. I've missed too many classes in this opportunity, as a leading law school,
neath its front awning with the menu either. But once you've had a bit of the my educational career to worry about to seek improvements to our current pub
that.
lic interest system.
on it. To get your sandwich, you have succulent Pork Shoulder, I don't think
Some may point to a self-realization
to scurry through the main part of the you'll mind. I certainly don't.
Ideally, GW should have a Direc
that staying at the Four Seaso
ns and work tor of Public Interest who works within
restaurant to a room in the back. You
go ahead and check it out, but ing as a public interest fellow do not mix.
stand in line in one of what 1 assume is keep So
a designated public interest space. This
it low to the ground.
Nah, that can't be it. I've always known individual will help institutionalize the
a banquet room and bark your order at
that I won't make any money as a public
the Chef, who constructs your sandwich
Galileo's is located at 1110 21s' interest attorney, plus my parents take care entire range of public interest program
right in front of you.
ming available at GW. While I do not
St., NW
of the luxuries I may enjoy (for the time
It s chaos: the lines are generally
speak for our esteemed faculty directors
being anyways).
pretty long, and there's a handful of
of various public interest initiatives, I do
Some might say that I am simply think that there is general consensus that
underlings scurrying around helping the
Effusive praise? biffgw@hotmail. growing too old, but I know I still act
Chef. My favorite part is that there isn't com.
a centralized and full-time public interest
J-J
like a kid.
entity is needed at this law school.
Here's what really keeps me up at
GW has made some great strides
night:
on the public interest front in the last few
Public Interest at GW
years, but we can do so much more. I fear
As you all probably have heard, that losing Suzanne will be a hindrance to
Suzanne Hill of the CDO has accepted additional growth. However, I am holding
a position at Mary
out hope that the ad
GEORGE WU
land. Those of you
ministration will take
who have worked
TUs> T1
the opportunity to
with Suzanne know
I He U Spot
infuse new resources
that she has been an
into
the GW public
invaluable resource for the entire GW interest community.
Public Interest Community. Her absence
I hope all of you will join me in
will create a critical gap in what may be
advocating fora better GW public interest
called the GW public interest infrastruc
community. I encourage you to send me
ture. This worries me.
any suggestions and comments you may
E-mail it to NotaBene@law.gwu.edu.
There is hope; however, and we can have on the matter to gwu@law.gwu.edu
all pitch in to help. The CDO and the
News writers wanted, too!
(yes, that is my real e-mail address). In the
administration will have to decide how to
coming months, I will continue to chat
replace Suzanne. As the assistant director
with all of you about the various public
of the CDO, Suzanne also held the posi
interest opportunities we all share as alaw
tion of Public Interest Liaison. In this school community. Welcome back! d

Biff Around Town

Public Interest
Stress & Opportunity

Don't like something you read?
Upset with the administration?
Think your fellow students need a reality
check?
We want to hear about it!

WRITE TO NOTA BENE!

A young associate was romantically
ambushed in a darkened room of the law
firm. After months of the social isolation
that comes from eighty hour work weeks,
the associate was happy to reciprocate
However, when asked by a friend
to identify the lover, the associate was
puzzled.

All I kno w for sure is that it w as a
paitner -1 had to do all the work."

Do the public a
service - write for
Nota Bene.
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My First Day in Court

stations, newspapers, and radio sta where he was the groundskeeper, and
tions. The clubby group was chatting raping her while near death—not one
it up about Christmas parties and the of your typical cases in rural northeast
upcoming bowl games. One was a sports Connecticut.
reporter; one, a young lady recently
The bailiffs cleared the front row
moved to the state; another, an anchor for the family of the victim. About a
covering for a reporter that day. None dozen or so police officers surrounded
So, like my fellow law students, I had any interest in being there. Sounds the doorway to the holding unit. The
headed home soon after my last final like the perfect crew to provide you with reporters entered the room and prepared
to enjoy a few weeks of relaxation and "the news you need to know!"
their notebooks (they had been hanging
recuperation. I was on vacation from
I entered the courtroom when the out in the lobby; I guess the DWI cases
all things law and wanted to replace judge began hearing cases. DWI, DWI, didn't interest them).
all those thick
drug offense, DWI,
I hadn't felt the real tragedy of
law books that
BY JOHN MURPH Y
DWI, DWI. And the situation until the family entered
had defined my
Staff Writer
you have to spend the room. As a law student, someday to
world for two full
years as a prac become an attorney, we are trained to
months.
ticing litigator to separate the law from emotions. Seeing
This self-imposed break lasted have the honor of being able to hear the faces of the family caused the two
all of three days. My dad, doing some these cases?
to collide in an instant.
reporting for the Associated Press in
As depressing as I thought my
Then, after what really didn't seem
Connecticut, invited me to come along criminal law class to be — each day that long a time, the suspect was brought
and watch the arraignment of a rape another day of death and destruc out. The prosecutor listed the charges,
and murder suspect at the local court tion — at least it was
recommended he
house.
interesting. Judge
^
^m
be held on half-aNow I know we all took an in Cosgrove had to use
million dollars bail,
As a law student,
formal oath to avoid any exposure to his many years of
which the judge ac
our eventual profession while away, judicial experience
cepted, and the sus
someday to become
but this was a once in a winter break to determine whether
pect was returned
an attorney, we are
opportunity!
Jimmy should lose
to the holding cell.
Upon entering the courthouse, I his license for six or
trained to separate
The family left, and
faced a lobby full of lawyers and their nine months.
the entire event we
the law from
clients. You could tell them apart eas
But everything
went there to watch
emotions. Seeing
ily: The lawyers in their suit and ties, changed when the
was over. Talk about
their clients in their AC/DC t-shirts and big case of the day
a
letdown.
the faces of the
Patriots jackets. This was not the D.C. came up. The judge
The gaggle
family caused the
Circuit Court of Appeals; this was the took a break for the
of reporters moved
District Court for Windham County, officers in the room
two to collide in an
back to the lobby
Connecticut (the farthest county from
to prepare. The de
to compare notes.
instant.
New York City).
fendant was on trial
Knowing I had tak
More interesting than those who for hitting a female
en a class in criminal
had to be there, though, were the report jogger, taking her to
law, my dad asked
ers there from various local television a gazebo on the grounds of an estate me to explain the charges. Speaking

with the confidence of a grizzled veteran
attorney, I went through the counts and
their explanations. There was a charge
of murder, rape, and felony-murder. I
began to discuss the intricacies of the
prosecutor's strategy: They wanted
to get the guy on murder, but if they
couldn't get the requisite intent, they
could get him on felony murder due to
the rape, etc, etc (I hope my crim profes
sor is reading this now).
All that studying that I had sup
posed would never be of use was being
used in an AP story!
When my first winter break of
law school was over, I hopped on the
train back to Washington. As we were
traveling through the multiple run-down
towns of western Connecticut and
northern New Jersey, I thought about
what lesson I could take from my first
day in court.
Could I make a determination
about shoddy local television reporters
and how they are not serving the public?
Did I learn that there is an emotional
side to law that can't be taught at school,
that with all the logic that is involved in
legal practice there is an equal amount
of "human" issues I would need to
consider.
I pondered this a while until the
answer came to me: It came in the shape
of a large, bright billboard we passed
as the train ambled over the streets and
through the tunnels of one more hag
gard city. It read, "Need Help witb a
TTWI case? We crush your BAD. CaU
1-800-NOT-DRUNK."

And then it hit me, if I w anted to
be a successful litigator, I had better start
reading those DWI statutes!
•

There's a Taste in my Mouth as Desperation Takes Hold
I am going to preach to you my
Poppycock,
hubristic opinion as if it were fact. And
Nothing could be farther from
I am going to gloat to you a fair bit as reality. Do you know how I spent most
well. If this bothers you ... well, let's just of my free study time in December? Not
say you're looking to get into the wrong studying, that's for damned sure. More
profession. The rest of you, read on. Feel like drinking Mai Tais and watching the
free to write this piece off, but keep this entire series of Sex and the City in my
in mind: if I can blow off the LSAT and tighty-whities. And what did it amount
still manage to get a 174, El Vago is a to?
man who's in a better position than most
In each exam I went in, fingers
to give you advice. So keep reading.
blazing, for three hours straight, and
Every good sermon begins with hammered out a total of fifty-eight
an anecdote, so let's start there. At the pages of the tightest, most cogent essay
beginning of the semester, I spent an material I have ever written in my life,
evening with a cadre of law students No hesitation, no second-guessing, no
from various schools around the district, indecisions. Do or die; there's no time to
We spent an evening sipping brandy think. It was as if I knew exactly what my
and discussing Wittprofessor was exgenstein in my dad's
L-VAGO
pecting and could
hunting lodge when
deliver at the drop
11,
the subject of exams
t/ttf-L HelllOH
of a hat. It might
inevitably came up.
not be top 10%,
"It's what your
law review matewhole life should be focused on from rial, but it got the job done with such
now until December," my skinny, high- economy of time and effort that in
strung, 3L acquaintance said as he sank retrospect, it seemed almost as if I was
the 8-Ball with a loud "clack." "Don't let operating on autopilot,
anybody tell you otherwise. You're not
I really don't get the stress that typihere to make friends; you're not here to fies law school, especially during exams,
prove anything; you're not even here to Why bother with it? If you don't know it
learn about law.
by now, you're screwed anyway. There
You're here to $nake grades, grades are people who highlight every sentence
that will open options for you when it's six times and brief every case with a cortime to graduate. So my advice is, hunker roboration of notes from study guides
down and get ready to bust some serious and hornbooks, and they still sound as
ass because when finals come around, clumsy and flat-footed trying to discuss
you'll want to make sure you're inured the material as I ever do.
to suffering as much as possible."
Guys, really, I've learned some

thing important this past semester. There agement is good time management, so
seems to be a delicate, DELICATE I think it's always a good idea to keep
balancing act between
streamlining one's efslacking into mediocrity ficiency.
Last semester
and trying to overachieve.
Law school
I made the inevitable
Law school is not about
.
t h
t
mistake of buying an opa
self-abuse, direct or inditional supplement, which
rect. Law school is not
pumping
as it turned out, I never
about pumping vitamins
vitamins and
used. I think I opened it
and adderall and illegal
once when I was about to
narcotics into your body
Udderall ana
email my professor with
a question on the subject
so you can go without
illegal narcotics
sleep for days (not to
. .
unrjv
that I cared little for, suc1
imply I've done any of
*
•'
cumbing to a brief bout
this).
SO you Can go
of first week gunneritis.
Now 1 have no
Law school is not
without sleep
about obsessing over evsuch illusions. No suppleery word you took down
Jor days (not to
ments, no hornbooks,
in a class until you can reimply I've done
uo outlines, nademas.
cite everything verbatim.
ftli' 1
Eventually I want to get
What law school is about
any OJ IS).
to the point where I'll just
is gaining a full, comphotocopy all the readprehensive knowledge
ings from the casebooks
of a key set o f concepts,
in the library and match
finding concrete bases for them in cor- them with headnotes from Westlaw. That
responding statutes and cases, and being is, if I'm motivated to keep reading,
able to apply those concepts in a real-life
You laugh! But know this: cutting
situation.
corners works in any profession, as long
To that end, why should you let as you can get away with it. And even
it make you into a neurotic, dithering if you can't, well, just chalk it up to bad
mess? Do you really think you'll have luck and hope it won't happen again,
an easier time learning with all that
Point being that with such a monumanufactured pressure? That running mental amount of work in front of you,
around like a neurotic mess is a good don't bother to put up with irrelevancies.
idea for accomplishing anything at all? Utility is everything.
Please. Sit back, take a deep breath, and
Keep that in mind, and you'll find
just enjoy the ride.
the perfect way that works for you to get
Part of the key to good stress man- through this with everyone else.
•
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OPINIONS

Don't Be
Surprised

The Super-Duper
Comedy Awards

Senator Graham has come a long
At a time when many television
way
since
his impeachment-leading days
stations are rolling out the mid-season
in
the
House.
He has made his missteps in
replacements for their fantastic flops, CIt appears that Judge Samuel A. is his judicial philosophy? Is it judicial Span rolled out pure comedy gold for the the Senate and his recent support for Judge
Alito Jr. will be the next Associate Jus restraint? In Lopezhe overturned a Federal 1% of America that even knows where it Roberts and now Judge Alito are efforts
tice of the Supreme Court of the United law restricting handguns, and in Gonzales is on the cable line-up.
to double back to his
States. This isn't particularly surprising; he would have overturned a state la
w. That The hearings that were
BY TONY COT TO
South Carolina voters.
after all he was nominated by a presi seems like an activist to me. What about supposed to be about
^ta ff Writer
This does not excuse the
dent whose party has
the rest of them? In his Judge Samuel Alito's
fantastic sequence:
a majority in the Sen
BY J. ALEX HAR MAN
dissent in Gonzales v. Or- legal prowess and qualifications went from
Graham: Judge Alito, are you a bigot?
ate. Let's not forget
Staff Writer
egon, Thomas criticizes
a coronation to a character assassination
Alito: No, Senator...
Clarence Thomas was
the majority of the 6-3 every 30 minutes as the camera hungry
Graham: That's right, you're not!
confirmed with a Democrat controlled
decision for being in Senators took their turns makingcampaign Judge Alito, do you hate women?
Senate even amid talk of pubic hairs and consistent when
statements. Judge
Alito: No, Senator...
pornography during an unprecedented just a few months
Alito, the frustrated
Graham: That's right, no you don't!
second hearing which Thomas referred to earlier in Gonzales
lead, satthrough 18
Senator Graham, do you have a real
as a public lynching. Alito's confirmation v. Raich they up
hours of question shot at the Presidency? That's right, no
is a mere formality at this point.
held the power of
ing from the Key you don't!
So what does that mean really? the Federal govern
stone Kops. I hope
Bloated Plutocrat award: Joe Biden
Well for one thing it means that Justice ment to overrule a
the Emmy's keep (D-DE)
Kennedy will be our new swing voter. state law allowing
this phenomenal
This man wants to run for Presi
Therein lies the real significance of this the use of medical
production in mind dent... again? Biden asked a 14-minute
nomination. All of the 5-4 decisions of marijuana, and he
when awards night question while making a big show for the
the past eleven years that have been split was right.
comes around. cameras of putting on his Princeton base
along ideological lines where O'Connor
They are in
Since the likelihood ball cap proudly, "because today 28.7% of
has joined the left will be in jeopardy, consistent. They
of that is amazingly Princeton is minority." Delaware, please
and would likely be reversed 5-4 the other are ruled by ide
even less than the explain—otherwise we may have to kick
way if the issues were to come up again. ology. A person
likelihood of Alan you out of the union. Bonus points to
This isn't exactly the last nail in the cof does not become
Colmes evolving Biden for hitting on DiFi in his question;
fin for the liberal majority on the Court, a Supreme Court
beyond punching- they'd make a lovely couple.
as Kennedy has certainly found himself Justice because of
bag status, I'll go
Pet Issue award: Tie—Chuck
joining the left side in several high pro their lack of inter
ahead and issue my Grassley (R-IA) & Joe Biden (D-DE)
file decisions including Lawrence v. Texas est or involvement
own Tonewa's com
Senator Grassley, we know you
(Sodomy), Roper v. Simmons (P rohibiting in political issues.
edy
awards
to
the
wrote
the Amendments to the False
the death penalty for minors), and most
In fact, quite
recently Gonzales v. Oregon (Assisted S\ii- the opposite is true. If they really operated best of the best from the circus that was Claims Act and youwill tell (not ask) every
the Alito hearings.
nominee how they should be interpreted.
cide). Make no mistake though, the mar
in the framework of a judicial philosophy,
Dumbest Comment from a Demo Senator Biden, we know you "personally"
gin has been cut, and there will be fewer then inconsistencies would be rare, and
crat: Diane Feinstein (D-CA)
wrote the Violence Against Women Act
decisions with a liberal majority.
the conveniently ideological splits would
Senator Feinstein took it upon her and teach about it in your Constitutional
That is the point of electing re disappear.
self to ask Judge Alito about U.S. v Rvhar
Law seminar. No, Senator, this isnot Meet
publicans, isn't it? We Americans (yes
I remember John Roberts talking
the Press, it's C-Span. No one is watching
that means all of us) have elected an about his approach during his confirma
overwhelming majority of republicans at tion hearings. He said that his court, the dissented from the notion that Congress you.
And finally, the award we'veall been
the Federal and even state level. Even the DC Circuit, had an inordinate amount holds unlimited power.
Feinstein: "What //"Congress made waiting for...
naysayers of the le
of unanimous deci
findings?"
gitimacy of the Bush
Glass House award: Ted Kennedy
sions, [as a side note:
Judge Ahto: "I can't expressan opin (D-MA)
They are ruled by
presidency ala Bushv.
what a juxtaposition
a hypothetical case."
Gore had to eat their
As usual, I don't even knowwhere to
ideology. A person does to Alito's numerous ion about
Feinstein:
"It's not a hypotheti start. Accusationsof bigotry and misogyny
words when he came
not become a Supreme dissents, but I digress] cal—I'm justasking what //"Congress made coming from a lifelong Owl club mem
up with a clear ma
and Roberts explained
jority of the popular
ber? Reading the satire piece from CAP's
Court Justice because of the unanimity by say findings?"
What if we asked DiFi what a hy magazine into therecord as a serious attack
vote in 2004. This is
their lack of interest or ing that if you work pothetical was?
it—a representative
against Judge Alito? Protesting a deci
hard enough you will
Dumbest Comment from a Repub sion Senator Specter hasn't made? Bogus
involvement in political come up with the
government, repre
lican: Dr. Tom Coburn (R-OK)
senting the will of
recusal ethics challenges from someone
"right answers." In
issues.
It is no secret that I am a huge fan who has been found liable for more than
the people, and ap
act
f > the concept of
of Dr. Coburn's, but his metaphor about 5 ethics violations by the FEC? Senator,
parently that means
rights answers was
driving
a car into a pregnant woman was I suggest you go outside for a walk with
putting conservatives
almost a theme during
absurd,
especially when heasked the exact your dog Splash before you start throwing
on the Court. If this is unsettling to the the Roberts hearings, and he attributed
same
question
in a different manner not 2 those rocks.
people, then they will tell their representa the idea to the first Judge he clerked for:
minutes
earlier.
The metaphor is great for
tives by voting in a blue congress. In the Judge Friendly. So, if we are to believethat
Post-awards party
a
stump
speech
in
front of a pro-life rally,
mean time let's all pray for the continued there are right answers, and that judges
In all seriousness, there was a little
good health of the Justices.
like Roberts and Alito are going to be so but it has absolutely no placein a confirma bit of meat to the hearings. The transcripts
Watching the confirmation hearings open minded, then why did Roberts join tion hearing.
show that JudgeAlito answered 716of 759
Dumbest Comment from an outside questions over U1C
_
was... fascinating. I certainly didn't learn Scalia and Thomas dissenting in Gonzales
the tuuI5C
courseut
of,4uays
days.roim
Politias much as I did from the Roberts hear v. Oreg on? D id the six members of the witness: Kate Michelman(NARAL Pro- cal gamesfor the politically obsessed aside,
Ce^menca)
Judge Alito wlJ1 be conflrmed) albeit wlth
ings; Alito didn't educate me on the law Majority not work hard enough to find
Ms. Michelman talked about her less than 60 votes, and Jus tice O'Connor
the way Roberts did. I did find it interest the "right answer?"
abortion early in life i n a "spousal con will finally be able to retire. Life will move
ing how contentious things were, and give
The confirmation hearings are
credit to Alito for having the stamina to not instructive, they are a distraction. sent" state. That experience led her to on, and the cesspool that is Washington
place abortion rights on a sacred pedestal. DC will flock to the next hot issue: Lob
duck and weave for such a long time.
Alito will get on the Court and will be
Fair enough. Unfair and dumb was the bying reform.
What was the point though? The a_ very
.—j conservative Justice. He will
„mjulu
join
comment
that Judge Alito's Casey opin
Shame on me, I almost forgot one
Senators implied that they wanted to learn with Scalia, Thomas and Roberts forming
ion
ignored
"women like me." If Ms. award. Biggest flat out lie. This one goes
Judge Alito's judicial philosophy, but what a strong conservative bloc. The solution
does that mean? We all know that Justice for the left is to vote left. If we can get Michelman had done her homework, she to Chuck Schumer (D-NY), forsaying that
Thomas believes that less power should be a majority we can block these types of might have read Casey, which specifically "Judge Alito can win my vote." Maybe I
vested in the Federal government because nominees and we can maintain the bal says that consent is unacceptable. Alito shouldn't give him the biggest lie award
of his opinion on the commerce clause in ance of the Court, or what's left of it. If endorsed notification with exceptions, though. Perhaps the pure comedy gold
Lopez, but just last week he wrote a dissent not, we will continue to see a shift to the contrary to her misinformed testimony. medal is more appropriate;after all, his was
Kate, next time you're going to testify the biggest and funniest joke of all.
in Gonzales v . Oregon, taking the position hard right that will last for decades.
about
a case, you might want to make sure
that the Attorney General of the United
Tony Cotto is a 3L. In writing this,
you
read
it.
he
has
offi cially exercised the nu clear option
States has the power to override a state
Alex Harman, 3L, is President of the
Alito Amigo award: Lindsey on any chance he ever had of working at the
law permitting assisted suicide. So what American Constitutional Society.
•
Graham (R-SC)
DNC.
•
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Flexible Exams
at GWLaw
Imagine having two classesyon real consists of having 1) two exams on the
ly want or need to take. As you go through same day, 2) two exams within 24 hours
the registration packet your schedule is of one another and 3) 3 exams in three
smoothly coming around until you come consecutive days or in four days. Most
to the last page- the exam schedule. Not schools offerdetailed instructions of when
only do your top two choices conflict, and which exam will be rescheduled, in
your third and fourth choices fall on back particular requiring that exams be taken at
to back days. Left withconflicting options, the earliest available and non-conflicting
you sigh, then start all over again and date and time. This seems to be the most
rethink your class priorities.
popular form of exam policy because it
At GW this is a semi-annual occur offers a compromise between having a
rence as students
completely strucrush to figure out
tured exam sched
BY SAM JAMMA L,
the next semester
ule and a schedule
EXECUTIVE VICE P RESIDENT, SBA
as they prepare for
that allows students
Special to the Nota Bene
the current semes
more flexibility to
ters set of exams.
choose their classes
At law schools around the country this is without having to base their decisions
a rare problem faced by students.
completely on the exam schedule.
Including GW, only
This semester your
five of the top 30 schools
SBA
i
s looking to move
Including GW,
have an assigned exam
GW forward. We feel a
only jive of the
policy. T hese schools re
policy can be adopted
quire students to take
without changing the
top 30 schools
Honor Code or academic
all exams at designated
have an assigned
culture, yet at the same
times and places. Re
exam policy
time easing the burden on
scheduling is allowed on
students. Having already
a very limited basis for
met with the Deans' of
illnesses, family emer
fices and Records Of
gency or other unforeseen
circumstances. Such determinations are fice, we have spent the past few months
made at the discretion of the Deans. Fur researching the policies at law schools
thermore, at GW, rescheduled exams are around the country.
In the next few weeks, the Senate will
solely taken on a pass/ fail basis.
At three of the top 30 schools, ex
ams are scheduled through a fully flexible

be crafting an exam policy and submitting
our proposal to the Deans and Faculty

exam policy. These policies are the op Senate. As itstands, we are leaning toward
posite of the assigned exam policies with the adoption of a mixed policy, which
gives professors
few constraints
the discretion to
on date, time
decide whether
and location of
In the next few weeks, the
they want their
exam taking. For
Senate will be crafting an
courses to be
students at these
included in the
schools, exam
exam policy and submitting
flexible system,
scheduling is a
our proposal to the Deans
while at the same
non-factor in
and Faculty Senate. As
time opening the
choosing one's
door for students
courses. To bal
it stands, we are leaning
to choose courses
ance their more
toward the adoption of a
without being
liberal approach,
concerned
with
these schools
mixed policy,
exam conflicts.
have a much
As we pur
more stringent
sue reform of the
honor code.
The majority of the top 30 use a exam policy, your SBA encourages feed
mixed exam policy, which has elements back from members of the law school
of assigned and flexible exam policies. At community. If you have any questions,
these schools, students must take exams concerns or if you seek further informa
at their designated times unless they have tion, please contact us at sba@law.gwu.
•
a scheduling conflict. These conflicts edu.

Submit an Opinion
The Nota Bene invites readers1 opinions.
Letters to the Editor must be signed, dated
and include a graduation yearor title. E-mail
submissions to notabene@law.gwu.edu.
Nota Bene reserves the right to edit all

submissions forspace, grammar, clarity and
vulgarity.

Board Editorial

Profs Sluggish on Grading

At the time of publication, some many lLs will send out a flood of paper
students still had not received one grade during their first semester break, few em
from the fall semester. Many still had sev ployers will make offers until the grades
eral grades outstanding. While this is not are in. The earlier the grades are submit
a travesty, it is an unnecessary distraction ted, the faster students can assess their
for students and shows a lack of consid positions in the job market and proceed
eration by faculty. Professors should pick accordingly. Again, having to wait until
up the pace and have their grading done late January for grades is not the end of
before the end of add/drop.
the world, but many students would put
Grades often affect scheduling those extra weeks to good use if given the
decisions. A student may change the di opportunity.
rection of his studies based on a good or
There is also the issue of anxiety.
poor grade. For example, a good grade in While consistently overblown, there is
Copyrights might inspire a student to take little doubt that the current system of
Trademarks, while a poor grade inIncome grade submission and checking causes
Taxation might make a student think many more heart palpitations than nec
twice about Corporate Taxation. While essary. For a 1L, spending three weeks in
these decisions may sometimes be hasty,it class before finding out whether you even
is not unreasonable
belong in law school
for a student uncer
is a stressful experi
ence. At the least,
tain about his legal
It does seem like
interests to move
professors should
professors should be able
give their students
in the direction of
past success. When
individual deadlines
to grade a hundred or so
professors fail to
for when they will
exams over the course of
submit grades by
turn in their grad
add/drop, howev
ing, eliminating the
thirty days.
er, it is too late for
unnerving "hope,
students to sched
check and see" ritual
some students go
ule in light of re
through several times a day.
cent experience.
While this is most true for under
Ultimately, there does not seem to
classmen, grades also affect the schedul be any good reason whyfaculty cannot get
ing of 3Ls. A poor or good grade can their grading done before add/drop. This
affect the decision-making of 3Ls who are year, add/drop came on January 17, giv
jockeying for a better class rank or decid
ing how many credits they should take in

their final semester. A student who takes
the minimum number of required credits
might regret it when that unexpected C
pops up after the add/drop period has
passed. Submitting grades after add/drop
simply gives student less information with
which to make important scheduling
decisions.
Sluggish grading also affects job
hunting, especially for lLs. Although

ing professors over a month to complete

their grading. No one, of course, expect!

morning, red pen in hand, while their little
ones open their giftsin the next room. But
it does seem likeprofessors should be able
to grade a hundred or so exams over the
course of thirty days. While students will
survive under the current system, it would
be a significant improvement for the ad
ministration to make allgrades due before
the add/drop period expired.
•
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Horoscopes
Aries
(March 21—April 19)
You are so concerned about the Bush administration s
eavesdropping programs that you have ceased to pro
vide material support even for the really hot foreign
terrorists.

Taurus
(April. 20—May 20 )
Like Samuel Alito, you are a thoughtful,
family-oriented, well-respected baby-eater.

Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
As grades roll in, rem ember that you never said
anything to your parents about being a respectable
attorney.

Cancer
(June 22—July 22)
You love that you do not yet have a job for next
year. It supports your theory that the world is
against you.

Crossword 101

Washington Followers
Across
1 Like a wooden duck
6 And others
10 Walk heavily
14 Fooiish
15
Lee
16 Follows credit
17 Swagger

1

3

4

7

5

21

26

36

30

34

35

36

•

"

2 6 l

31

40

56

•
57

50

•

46

45
51

52

53

61
64
67

7 Tantalize
8 Sharp narrow ridge
9 Machine tool
10 Gimmick
11 Brisker
12 Biased
13 Room
21 Relating to the skin
22 Hawkeye Pierce's org.
26 For each
28 Albany, NY college
29 Printers measures
31 Tree hanger
33 Bustle
34 Sawbuck
35 Football hero at times
36
Little
38 Table tennis
39 VCR, e.g.
40 Fruit
41 Misinform
44 Sib
46 National Park
47 Bocelli, for one

47

48

55

54

•
-

58

59

62

Libra
(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
Your New Year's Resolution to control yourself at Bar
Review came to a crashing halt last Thursday. Not to
worry, he doesn't remember your
name anyway.

65
68

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)

48 Spuds
51 Attack
52 Stranger
53 Living thing
54 Stakes
57 Comfort
58 Rough granules
59 Sake ingredient
60 Superior and Huron
connector

The stars indicate that you will find love in the New
Year. Sood thing, too, since they also say this will b e
your last.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
You wa tched the confirmation hearings with a sense
of awe and excitement. You remain co nvinced that
Chuck Sch umer was sending erotic messages to you
in co de during his examination of Alito.

Capricorn
Quotable Quote

Washington is a city of
Southern efficiency and
Northern charm.
John F. Kennedy

By GFR Associates • PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 * Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

Answer on page 5

(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
why so little attention is paid to what
you, a 1L, are going through.

4^

44

Virgo
of the West Virginia mining tragedies. You wonder

37

36

The unseasonably warm weather is good for your
body and soul. Spend as much time outside (and away
from that creepy professor in th e lounge) as you can.

You are perturbed by the constant press coverage

42

43

66

22

33

41

63

•
•

"

29

32

13

"

24
"

12

"

•

23

60

11

9

"

20

•

8

(July 23—Aug. 22)

*

17

18 Edible fat
19 Microwave, for one

20 Former Governor
of Ohio
23 Always to Frost
24 Admiration
25 Sass
27 Smaller
30 Stage whisper
32 Jailbirds
37 Facial expression
38 Former Congressman
from Michigan
41 Encumbrance
42 Hose, e.g.
43 Former Peruvians
45 Shocked
49 Feeling of superiority
50 Weather map line
55 Bush former org.
56 Civil War hero
60 Soft drink
61 Proofread
62 Roof part
63 Wallet stuffers
64 Shallot, for one
65 More slippery
66 Disagreeable person
67 Work units
68 Rushes along
Down
1 Scatter
2 Main dish
3 Nurses
4 Burden
5 Abominable snowman
6 Curvy letters

2

14

27

Leo

®y Ed Canty

(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
You ponde r deeply why that professor you keep see
ing on TV and at various talks and functions doesn't
have your grades dorie yet.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You have your eyes on a certain lady in your
section. She thinks they
are bloodshot and disgusting.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
You have yet to see Brokeback Mountain. What a
bigot you are!

1

